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INVESTING DESTINY
Monthly Review
Chinese 7th Month (8 Aug - 6 Sep)
Time flies, and time to get ready for the upcoming new month,
Chinese 7th month.
Before I go into investing, let's talk about this 7th month's
"sensitive star
" energy. 7th month is a month with
"sensitive star + challenging energy" formation
. If this
formation enters your Self or Mindset angle, you can suddenly
feel restless, negative, emotional, or destiny may lead events
into your life which may trigger negative and emotional
energy. If you feel it or you sense that it's affecting someone
beside you, remember to relax, stay positive, and don't let it
lead to bigger consequences. It's good to go to nature to relax,
exercise, do yoga, eat and do things which make you happy. It
can be more sensitive during this current Covid environment.
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And how can this "sensitive star + challenging energy"
formation affects our investment?
This formation basically stands for emotion. Some investors
can experience a wide swing in emotion, and the worst case

it can happen is these emotions impact investors and lead to
emotion trades. Investors can emotionally chase a stock which
they missed, or investors may use their emotion and sell in a
panic. Investors usually regret after they execute an emotional
trade.
So, stay calm, know your limits, understand your investments,
and don't stare at live quotes and let them stir up your
emotions.
In fact, this formation hits into my Self box, and I spent the last
one week getting myself ready for it. Re-construct my
portfolio, check through their balance sheets, and set a plan
for myself. I will step back for 3 weeks, unless stocks hit my
pre-set alert levels.
Note, in my ID experience, stock prices can still move up in a
month with challenging energy, but ID is telling us to be
careful if we want to buy in such month. I will always avoid
entering the market during my challenging months, and I may
happily sell if prices hit my selling target.
Know our own ID energy, know our stocks. And know that
greed and fear ALWAYS affect our investment returns.
(note - you are welcome to email me and check whether the
above formation hit into your Self or Mindset)

ALWAYS REMEMBER THIS

I am sharing Investing Destiny concepts and
knowledge based on Zi Wei Dou Shu theories.
This is not about predicting the market. You are
advised not to take action based on the above,
and understand that every investors have your
own unique Investing Destiny timing and
energy. Always understand and figure out what
works & do it within your limit. ~ yipei
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